InterraIT – Product Engineering

With the continuous advancement in technology, enterprises have changed the way they do business. As product companies of today prepare for future growth and expansion, they face a myriad of challenges that include continuous innovation, product portfolio maintenance, technology landscape evolution, cost control, and shorter product development lifecycles. Today’s technology world thrives on a broad innovative ecosystem.

We, at InterraIT, have extensive engineering expertise and in-house innovation labs that can help improve your time-to-market, reduce costs, and achieve breakthrough transformations in your product portfolios to attain a competitive advantage. In addition, we recognize that every organization is unique and might have a different approach to either successfully deploying to the cloud or undergoing a digital transformation journey. Our cloud and digital enablement services can help lead the way.

InterraIT Product Engineering Offerings

- **Value Engineering**
  - Product Re-engineering
  - Product Enhancement
  - Migration Services-to-Cloud, Legacy to Digital

- **Product Strategy and Planning**
  - As is Analysis
  - To – be analysis
  - Architecture Design
  - UX Strategy

- **Product Design and Development**
  - ‘Digital age’ Design(APIs, Responsive UX,Micro-Services)
  - UX design & dev
  - Agile development
  - Localization and internationalization

- **Qualification and Compliance**
  - Functional & non-functional Testing
  - Compliance Certification

- **AMS-Beyond KTLO**
  - 24 X 7 Managed Services
  - Proactive problem management
  - Consulting on transformation to Digital

---

About InterraIT

InterraIT is global IT consulting & services company providing business software solutions that improve operational efficiencies, address organization’s unique business needs, and allow better ways to access and manage information at lower TCO & faster ROI. Established in 1996 & headquartered in San Jose, InterraIT is a ISO 9001-2015 SEI-CMM level 5 assessed and certified organization with world-class delivery centers in India & has client-partner network spanning across the United States.

Email: Sales@InterraIT.com
Website: www.InterraIT.com
Why InterraIT?

- **Reduce TCO through custom solutions** - Once the predictive models are implemented, we convert the models into Java/ C# solutions, thereby freeing up the customer from large license costs of platforms
- **With the powerful ‘R’ ecosystem, we take Visualization to the next level** - We specialize in ‘R’ and extend the power of Visualization through it.
- **Integrate cohesively with customer** - Creating a seamless single team with an effective engagement model
- **Enable Digital Transformation** - By providing integrated data, from disparate structured and unstructured sources, and by applying advanced AI and Analytics on them, we provide real-time insights for Digital Transformation.
- **Improve forecast accuracy during AMS** — We don’t end with deployment! We keep monitoring forecast errors during AMS, keep learning from actual data and keep improving implemented models.
- **Scalability & Flexibility** - Leveraging our dual shore flexible operations model, we are able to ramp up / ramp down resources on projects through a tightly integrated forecasting process

To Provide Best Of Breed Advantage

1. Engagement Governance
2. Advisory Approach
3. Drive Transformation
4. Centers of Excellence
5. Flexible Business & Delivery Model
6. Talented, Subject Matter Experts
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